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WordPress Engine = WPE = https://bindutrips.com (login in upper right corner) 
 
Login with the email address through which we communicate with you. Neither we nor this 
site retains your password. If you forgot it, ask the site to send you a new link to login and 
then create your own. 
 
BIG TIP: There are places on the site you should not touch. We only identify areas below that 

are relevant to you. If you don’t see instructions for something, it means you shouldn’t touch 

it. If something is crossed out below, please leave it alone.  
 
BIG TIP: Your editor is on your side – to ensure quality content and site-wide consistency. If 

s/he suggests something, there is probably a good reason for it. If s/he has uploaded a photo 

for a banner image, or worked with a title or subtitle, please talk with them before undoing the 

work. Likewise, they will coordinate with you on tricky areas. 
 

LEFT (BLACK) NAVIGATION MENU 
 

 

Jetpack 
•Install/create a free WordPress.com 

account to write easily on any device; 
publicize new posts via automated 
social media marketing; leverage a 
better spell/grammar check; 
create/publish posts by email. 

 

Regions – see full section below 
 

Destinations – see full section below 
 

Itineraries – see full section below 
 

POIs – see full section below 
 

Profile – see full section below 
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DESTINATIONS 
 

Edit – enter your content here 

 
Mine – i.e your content resides here! 

 
 

 

RIGHT COLUMN BOXES 
 

Publish 
 Preview Changes 

 Status 

  Published 
  Pending Review 
  Draft  
 Update (i.e. save) 
  
 
Publish 

 Submit for Review … or … 
 Save Draft 

 

 
 

 
 
 

EDIT POST 
ABSOLUTELY DO NOT change your 
destination name or permalink or add a new 
destination!!! 
 

Visual vs Text  
 TIP: Use visual (WYSIWYG) unless it’s a 

problem easier solved by knowing some 
HTML 

 
Add Media -- See Photo Appendix** below  
Camera Icon -- See Photo Appendix** below  
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Formatting Box  
 
TIP: DO NOT USE block quotes, align center/right, horizontal line, read more, strikethrough, 

decrease/increase indent, colors. 
TIP: DO NOT make headers links; do not make make headers bold; do not make links bold. 
TIP: You may paste content in from MS Word. BUT (!!) you then MUST highlight the text and 

click the erase icon (i.e. clear formatting). Or you will have a line break mess to deal with. 
 
 

Style 
 
TIPS:  
•It’s very important to break up your text, using H3 and/or H4 for readability and SEO.  
•Use italics for non-English word and emphasis. 
•Use one line between paragraphs. 
•Use one space (not two) between sentences. 
•Don’t use all caps; it’s hard to read. 
•Don’t underline anything; it confuses old-school readers who expect it to be a link. 
•Use local spelling, i.e. neighborhood and neighbourhood are both ok. 
•Don’t use serial comma. 
•Be consistent in your treatment of ‘St.’ versus ‘Street’. (Both are ok.) 
•Be consistent in everything else for that matter. 
•Use first person sparingly. That said, it can be effective in connecting you and your readers. 
•Use external links sparingly (i.e. one for every ten POIs or so); use only when they add huge 

value to your readers; links send readers away from our site which is not good for 
advertisers. 

•Don’t use too many colloquial expressions, as we will have non-English-as-a-first-language 
readers, and will be translating this into Chinese and other languages. 

•Grammarly is often ‘more-better’ than MS Word for grammar; at least we like it better. 
 
 

Links 

 
 To link a word or phrase: 

 Highlight the word. 
 Click on the link icon in the formatting bar. 
 Your word/phrase will now be underlined in blue. 
 A box will open up under it. 
 Type the word, phrase, region, destination, itinerary name, POI to which you want to link. 
 The box will auto-populate with choices. 
 Pick the correct one (it will indicate if it’s a region, destination, itinerary, or POI). 
 Click the blue arrow (to apply/attach the link!!) 
TIP: Because the box populates with all entries within Bindu, if your linked word is the same 

as another in the world, you should give it a unique name. 
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TIP: If the link you want does not auto-populate as a choice, do not despair. You can add it 
manually. Type in the following, relative to your need (note hyphens between words): 

  /region/usa-west 
  /region/europe/france 

/destination/bali 

/itinerary/whitsunday-islands-in-a-week  

/poi/addison-art-gallery 

 

 TIP: If you intend to write a POI but are not doing it when you publish the reference to it, 
make the POI word/s bold now. When you eventually link/publish the POI, unbold those 
words here. (For site-wide consistency, links should NOT be bold when published.) 

 
 TIP: For external links, simply paste in the URL you want to link to. 
 TIP: You can only link to published posts, i.e. draft posts do not show up in the auto-fill area. 
 FYI: Links are blue on the backend CMS and red on front end. 
 
 

Main (Destination) Description  

 
BIG IMPORTANT TIPS:  
 •Write a killer hook and clear first paragraph – or risk losing a short-attention-span-reader 

immediately. The first lines on a Google search will pull from this! 
 •Write in a conversational tone, as if offering advice to a friend. 
 •Use an active voice rather than passive.  
 •Write short sentences for reading ease. 
 •Give your page a flow/structure (with transition words and headers) to lead a reader 

through with ease. 
 •Make the region, destination or itinerary post about 500 words.  
 TIP: Word Count is displayed at the bottom of the main write up box.  
 

TIP: *Hide any section using the icon on the far right of any header 
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Yoast SEO (the gold standard) 
 

Help Center and embedded question marks are superb.  
Readability tab: Analyzes/rates your content with red, orange and green dots and offers 

improvement suggestions. Click through to read the Content Analysis Tool. 
Keyword tab: Analyzes/rates your content with red, orange and green dots and offers 

improvement suggestions. 
 Preview what your content looks like on mobile and desktop search. 
 Edit Snippet 

 SEO Title: TIP: YOU MUST ADD your region or destination name + the words: Travel 
Itineraries Perfect Trip Planning BinduTrips 

 Slug: DO NOT CHANGE THIS 
 Meta Description: If you do nothing here, search engines will display copy from the 

page instead (so make sure it's good!) 
Focus Keyword: TIP: YOU MUST ADD your region or destination name. 
Analysis of Keyword: Tells you what and how to improve. 
 
 

Destination Data 
 

Subtitle: TIP: Punchy, short, colorful, fun phrase; use keywords as appropriate (e.g. Buzzing 
casinos, sultry nightlife, glamour shopping); use itinerary length here (24 hours, weekend, etc) if 
it’s not in the title and seems important; don’t reuse words in the title; even if it’s a full sentence, 
do not use punctuation at the end.  

 

Latitude/Longitude: This was added by your RAE. TIP: If you want to change the lat/long pin 
position, go to http://www.latlong.net/ and enter the destination name. Move the pin until you get 
the exact placement you like. Copy the lat/long numbers precisely into WPE. 

 

Videos/Add Videos: Add up to 5 links to videos from YouTube to offer readers more information 
about your region or destination.  

 
 TIP: Only *even consider* watching videos 

that satisfy three criteria: relatively recent 
upload + about two minutes or less + 
decent number of views. Then watch for 
possible use. 

 TIP: If you open this box and leave a URL 
blank, a blank video section will appear on 
the front end (i.e. make sure to remove the 
row by hitting the '-' icon; see screen shot). 

  
 

 

MobiManage ID: DO NOT TOUCH; Zeek needs it in case of problems with your imported data.  
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Images  
See Photo Appendix** below  
 
TIP: DO NOT ADD images to When to Go, What it Costs, Transportation, or Background using 
‘Add Image’ at the bottom of each of these next sections. 
 
TIP: The more info you provide to the sections below, the more useful your content is to readers. 
(But nothing is technically required; we suggest building this out over time.) 
 
TIP: Your RAE (regional acquisitions editor) has ‘template’ information that you may/should use for 
many of these sub-categories so that you do not have to reinvent the wheel and to provide site-
wide consistency. Please request it if you do not have a copy. 
 

When to Go 
Description – approximately/eventually 500 words spread out among relevant sections 
 
 How Much Time to Spend 
 High & Low Season 
 Weather & Climate 
 Events & Holidays 

 Time Zone 
 What to Pack & Wear 
 Other 

 

What It Costs 
 Description – approximately/eventually 500 words spread out among relevant sections  
 
 Abstract Pricing at a Glance 
 Currency Converter 
 Airfare and Car Rental Prices 
 Insurance 
 Exchange Rates and Currency 

 Money 
 ATMs 
 Credit Cards 
 Tipping and Costs That Add Up 
 Other 

 

Transportation 
 Description – approximately/eventually 500 words spread out among relevant sections. As 

always, seasoned advice is far more important than pure information. 
 
Getting There 
Getting Around 
Transportation Hubs 

Discounts and Passes 
Tickets 
Other

 

Background 
Description – approximately/eventually 500 
words (or less!) spread out among relevant 
sections. The sub-section ideas are just that: 
ideas or suggestions. Some can be narrative; 
some can be list format; do what feels most 
appropriate and useful to the reader.	

	

 
History 
Culture 

 Etiquette 
 Cuisine 
 Religion 
 Language 
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 Recommended Reading 
 Art 
 Movies 
 Music 
 

 Soundtrack for a Road Trip 
 Websites and Maps 
 Other 
 

Excerpt / Discussion / Comments …ignore…  
 

REGIONS – works the same as destinations, above, except for these differences 
 
ABSOLUTELY DO NOT change your region name or permalink or add a new region!!! 
 

RIGHT COLUMN BOXES 
Page Attributes  

Parent: Ignore … Order: Ignore 
 

EDIT PAGE 
 

Where to Go – list format 
Description (main) – Offer an at-a-glance list of major destinations in that region. Think of this as a 

roadmap deeper into the content.  
 
Hints, Tips & FAQs – list format 
Definitely useful; hopefully fun. Consider ideas like: Top 10 Things to Avoid, Top 3 Rookie 

Mistakes, Top 5 Things to Know Before You Go, etc. 
 
Guided Tours (or Tours) – list format 
Each tour gets a simple phrase; preferably hyperlink to the tour’s POI entry (or, if there’s no POI, to 

their website). Bindu will solicit adverts for this section but your editorial inclusion should be 
based on merit.  

 
Trip Ideas – 5 ideas at 100 words each is suggested  
Think of this as high level, regional planning for readers, leading them deeper into the region’s 

(hyperlinked) destinations. These do not have their own POIs.  
TIP: HOW TO: Click Add Row, then add a title, then add content. If you open this box and leave it 

empty, you must remove the row by hitting the red '-' icon. 
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ITINERARIES – works the same as above except where noted 
 

RIGHT COLUMN BOXES 
 

Interests: Click ‘choose from the most used 
tags.’ 
 

TIP: CHOOSE 1-5 MAXIMUM! (Users really 

can’t absorb more than that.) 

 
The word cloud indicates the site’s most used 
tags; if your itinerary applies to a lesser-used 

tag, you might choose it to get more attention 
on the ‘interests’ drop down page. 
 
Destination: TIP: You must attach your 
itinerary to its destination. Start typing; the 
field auto-populates. 
 

 

 
 

 

EDIT POST 
Approximately 500 words with 8-15 POIs. 

 

Itinerary Title 
TIP: Three of your five itinerary ideas should be drawn from our recommended list (to ensure some 

site-wide user expectations while allowing you creative latitude). Ask your RAE for the document. 
Consider variations such as: Boston in 48 Hours; Boston’s North End, a Walking Tour; Boston for 
First-Timers; Family-Friendly Boston; Daytrips from Boston; Boston’s Best Strolling Streets, etc. 
 
TIP: Be direct, clear and short(ish) with the itinerary name. Think about SEO. Google common 
search terms associated with your idea, and Google what your competition uses. (Ask your RAE 
for the SEO primer if you don’t have it.) Do not begin with ‘A’ or ‘The’. 
 
TIP: Do not use special characters or accents in itinerary titles. 
 
TIP: The destination name must be in the itinerary title. Further, try to lead with the destination 
name (like above), but don’t force it. 
 
TIP: Use title case, i.e. Epic Northern California Road Trip 
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Itinerary Permalink 
TIP: Once your title and post are approved and published DO NOT change this. Why? It’s used for 
Inbound and outbound links, and if it’s changed, ERROR codes come up. Google dings the site for 
that. You can still play with your itinerary title (and we will over time), but you will never change the 
permalink.  
 

Data 

 
Subtitle: TIP: Short, pithy, fun, colorful, descriptive, catchy, evocative. 
 TIP: NO PUNCTATION at the end. 
Author2: choose a co-author’s name if there is one 

Price Range / Most Suited To / Season /Length: Check appropriate boxes. 
MobiManage ID: DO NOT TOUCH. It’s needed in case of problems with your imported data.  
Sponsored: Irrelevant; Zeek will remove. 
Private Notes: Nothing here publishes. We use it for reminders, contact names, etc. 
 
 

POIs – works the same as above except where noted 
 
 

RIGHT COLUMN BOXES 
 

Categories: Eat, Get Local, More, See & Do, 
Shop, Sleep, Tours 
 
TIP: Choose 1-5 MAXIMUM for any given 
POI. ***Users really can’t absorb more. 
 
TIP: Assign ‘Get Local’ for a POI that 
describes a neighborhood (if you have a city 
guide) or towns or regions (if you are working 
on a larger geographic area). 
 

Tags: Click ‘choose from the most used tags.’ 
These are classifications that apply across 
interests.  
 
TIP: Choose 1-5 MAXIMUM. 
 
Interests: Click ‘choose from the most used 
tags.’ 
 
TIP: Choose 1-5 MAXIMUM. **Users really 

can’t absorb more. 

 

Destination:  

TIP: You must attach a POI to a destination. 
Start typing; the field auto-populates. 
 
Itinerary:  
TIP: If a POI is mentioned in an itinerary (it 
doesn’t have to be), you must attach it. Start 
typing; the field auto-populates. 
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EDIT POST 
Approximately 125-200 words. TIP: Advice and expert opinion are our singular most important 
value add. They are way more important than facts. Answer the question: Why should a traveler 
bother spending precious time and/or money at this Point of Interest? 

 
TIP: Don’t forget to write a POI for each neighborhood in your city or town/region in a bigger area. 

 

POI Title & Permalink 
TIP: Once your title and post are approved and published DO NOT change this. Why? It’s used for 
Inbound and outbound links, and if it’s changed, ERROR codes come up. Google dings the site for 
that. You can still play with your itinerary title (and we will over time), but you will never change the 
permalink.  

 

POI Data 
Subtitle: Short, descriptive phrase to help the reader know more about this POI quickly (i.e. if it’s 
an eating place you might say ‘popular brunch spot with outside tables’). 
 
Locale: The highest value POIs you can write are those describing neighborhoods – helping 
travelers know the difference between neighborhoods (or towns). Which neighborhood is good for 
what, etc. Please be sure to write a POI for each worthy neighborhood in your city or town/region in 
a bigger area.  
 
Locale: THEN, you’ll want to assign POIs to one of the ‘locale’ you’ve just written about, so users 
will be able to sort your POIs by locale, i.e. show me all POIs in the town of Provincetown or 
Hyannis (on Cape Cod), or in the neighborhood of Back Bay or the North End (in Boston). 
 
Phone: Use area code (but not country code) since it’s unlikely that out-of-country folks will phone. 
 
Website: Follow this formatting example: http://…….  
 

Latitude/Longitude: Zeek is building a module to pull in lat/long automatically, but it’s not ready. 
TIP: See Latitude/Longitude note above. 
 

MobiManage ID: DO NOT TOUCH; Zeek needs it in case of problems with your imported data.  
 

Price: Select either N/A, Free, $, $$ or $$$ from drop-down.  
(For ranges in your region, see Abstract Pricing at a Glance.) 

 
Price URL: EITHER link to the POI’s URL for specific prices so you don’t have to be a data drudge 
OR write out specific data. (TIP: You cannot do both. You MUST follow this formatting example if 
you are sending people to a URL: http://…. ) 
 
Hours URL: EITHER ink to the POI’s URL for specific hours so you don’t have to be a data drudge 
OR write out specific data. 
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Facebook: Use formatting example. 
Twitter: Use formatting example 
Hotel Booking URL: Leave blank as we are working with booking.com. 
Other Reservation URL: Leave blank as we are working with an affiliate booking company. 
Video URL: Link to a video about the POI that you’ve found on YouTube or elsewhere.  
 
 

PROFILE 
Fill in only the fields listed here => 
Biographical Info: This WILL display on your author page. 
Account Management: When you need a new password, generate one here. 
USER settings, as appropriate (use use https://www…. for formatting web addresses.) 
Avatar (aka author photo) – to change it, hover over it, click the red x, upload a new one. 
Q&A: Answer 4 of the 8 questions simply as a way for your readers to get to know you. 
UPDATE profile at bottom of page. 
 

Tools – ignore  

Collapse Menu – try it 
 

MISC  
 
TIP: All browsers work equally well (apparently). 
TIP: When/if you see this, click ‘view the autosave’ and use the newer version it offers. 
 

 
 
TIP: When/if you accidentally delete a post, fear not. You can undo it with this screen that pops up. 

 
 
 
TIP: Problems with headers and formatting gotcha down? It’s likely a problem with having copied-
and-pasted from a MS Word doc. Easiest way to fix this is to know a bit of HTML. Toggle to the 
TEXT view rather than the default VISUAL tab. Then look for <h4> and </h4> which you ultimately 
want to surround the heading NOT the graf itself.  
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APPENDIX PHOTOS / IMAGES 
 

There are many pathways to uploading photos within this system. Here is the best way. 

 

Step 1: Upload an image from your desktop => 

 
Click ‘Add Media’ (under the post title). 
Click the ‘Upload Files’ tab. 
Drag and drop an image into the screen. You may upload multiple images at once. 
Edit image details on the right side of the screen: 
   Title: Simply add the name of your POI, itinerary, destination, region.   
   Alt Text field: Repeat the title info. 
   Photographer field: Presumedly that’s you, if you are uploading from your computer. 
 
HOW TO CROP: If you are cropping your image manually: Click ‘edit image’ (blue hyperlink). 
Drag your cursor over the image, creating the dimension you want. 
Click the cropping tool. 
In the lower right, click ‘all sizes except thumbnail’. 
Save. 
 

 
 
TIP: Sometimes the site displays ‘Photo by’ with no name. It’s because there is a blank space in 
the photographer field – that must be removed.  
TIP: Sometimes the site displays a hyperlinked photo credit that goes nowhere. It’s because there 
is a blank space in the Photo Credit URL field – that must be removed.  
SIZING TIP: **Sizing images for a responsive website in the wild (one which responds/changes to 

whatever size screen it’s being viewed on) is like chasing a moving target. You do not need to size 
images; the system does it. That said, if you must, it’s really only worth doing for banner images. 
Horizontal pixel dimensions should be between 1028 and 2000. If it’s less, the image will render 
poorly.  
 
TIP: Click ‘Set featured image’ only if you want this image to be your banner image. 
TIP: POIs do not have a featured image (i.e. all images appear at the bottom of the page). 
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Step 2: Getting the images into your post => 

 
Scroll down to IMAGES section.  
Click ‘Add Image’. 
Then click the white 'Add Images'. 
Under the 'Media Library' tab, filter by 'uploaded to this post.’ 
Click the photos you want to display on your post.  
 

 
 
Click ‘Select’ (bottom right of screen).  
Click 'Published' if you REALLY want to them to display at the bottom of your page.  
 
TIP (# of PHOTOS): Really, do not publish more than a few images. (In fact, one banner image is 
enough.) When in doubt, leave it out; less is more. A bad photo detract from a post more than a 
good one adds to it. Curate photos as well as you curate your words. 
 
TIP: If you did not select a ‘Featured Image’ in step #1, the first image here will display as the 
banner image. Do not click ‘Published’ for this one because it will then ALSO display at the bottom 

of the page, and there’s no reason to do that. 
 
TIP: Images display (at the bottom of the 

page) in the order they are uploaded. To 
reorder, drag and drop the number next to 
the image. 

 

                      

 
TIP: If you remove/delete a photo, you must 

also click the ‘-‘ (remove row) or a blank 
space will display on the page.  
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Option 3: Upload an image from Flickr – Pick a Pic => 

 

 
 

Click Add Media OR the (circled) camera icon (in the above screen). 

Enter search terms. 
'Choose' an image. 
Wait 2 or 3 sec for it to autosave to the Gallery tab. 
Click the Gallery tab to confirm AND change the order of images. Drag/drop the images up/down. 
Save all changes. 
DO NOT INSERT GALLERY or INSERT INTO POST HERE. 
Click 'X' to leave this screen. 
Scroll down to the IMAGES section.  
Click blue 'Add Image'. 
Click white 'Add Image' 
Within the 'Media Library' tab, click the photo/s you want to go at the bottom of your page.  
Select. 
Hover over the image; click the pencil/edit. 
   Title: Leave as. 
   Alt Text field: Add the name of your POI, itinerary, destination, region.  
   Caption field: Select the part of the URL structure that looks like this => 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/allenran917/6632249217 
   Photo Credit URL field: Paste that URL here. 
   Then paste that same URL into a new browser window. 
   Grab/copy the photographer's name. 
   Photographer field: Paste that name/credit here. 
   Leave other boxes/fields untouched. 
Click ‘Update’. 
Click 'Published'. 
 
Click Preview Changes (top right of screen) to make sure all is right with the world. 

 
### the end ## 


